
Study Skills - Notes - Week 9, 2016 Feb. 29-Mar. 4, 2016

Lesson 13: Punctuation Rules, p. 40
For more detail, refer to page listed above. Add detail as 
necessary for your notes.

Commas  ,

"Quotation Marks" vs. Underlining

Colons & Semi-colons : vs. ;

Apostrophes ' 

Parentheses & Hyphens (dashes - or --)

Exclamation Points !!!!
Journal Question: Refer to the page listed at the top for any questions or 
clarification needed. In your journal, review your current use of punctuation 
marks. How do you currently use each of these marks? Explain. Reflect over 
your thoughts while journaling, today.



Study Skills - Notes - Week 9, 2016 Feb. 29-Mar. 4, 2016

Lesson 13: Punctuation RVW. (p. 39-41)

Review your notes from yesterday. Think about 

the most basic punctuation skills as you apply it to 

your writing. Write your findings in your journal; 

then, answer the question below and reflect. 
Journal Question: Why is it important to choose your words 
so carefully in writing? Explain. Reflect over your thoughts 
while journaling, today.



Study Skills - Notes - Week 9, 2016 Feb. 29-Mar. 4, 2016

Lesson 14: Complex Sentences, p. 43
For more detail, refer to page listed above. Add detail as 
necessary for your notes.

Simple sentence (subject-verb, with some 
modifiers)

Compound sentence (combo of two+ simple)

Complex sentence (combo of independent & 
dependent clause)

Independent (same as simple sentence)

Dependent (begins with subordinating conj.)
Journal Question: Refer to the page listed at the top for any questions or 
clarification needed. In your journal, review your current use of varied 
sentence structure. What do you currently do to use each of these? Explain. 
Reflect over your thoughts while journaling, today.



Study Skills - Notes - Week 9, 2016 Feb. 29-Mar. 4, 2016

Lesson 15: Writing Style Errors to Avoid, p. 46
For more detail, refer to page listed above. Add detail as 
necessary for your notes.

Avoid meaningless phrases

Changing voice, number or type (including 
Passive Voice)

Ending with prepositions

Vagueness

Exaggeration, Repetition, & Generalizations

Using big, unknown words

Double Negatives

Start a sentence with "There is/are"

Split Pronoun-Antecedents
Journal Question: Refer to the page listed at the top for any questions or 
clarification needed. In your journal, review your previous entries. Did you 
make any of these errors in your writing? List them, and explain. Reflect over 
your thoughts while journaling, today.



Study Skills - Notes - Week 9, 2016 Feb. 29-Mar. 4, 2016

Lesson 14-15: Writing Structure RVW, p. 42-47

Review your notes from the previous two days. 

Review and think about your writing skills, 

specifically your structure. Write your findings 

in your journal; then, answer the question 

below and reflect. 
Journal Question: What does varied structure do for your writing? 
Explain. Reflect over your thoughts while journaling, today.


